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Abstract-Lanczos remarked that approximations obtained with the Tau method using a Legendre
polynomial perturbation term defined ina finite interval J,give accurate estimations at theendpointof1.This
fact, coupled with a recursive technique for the generation of Tau approximations described by the author
elsewhere (Ortiz, 1969, 1974), is usedto construct a stepby stepformulation of theTaumethod in which the
errorisminimized at thematching point of successive steps. This formulation isapplied to theconstruction of
accurate piecewise polynomial approximations with an almost equioscillant error and various degrees of
smoothness at the breaking points.
Atechnique basedonthemapping of a master element Tauapproximation defined overa finite interval of
variable length is used in order to simplify the computational process.
Numerical examples andan estimation of the stepsizein relation to the sizeof the error in the equation
are also discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In a lecture given at Professor A. J. P. Hall's Seminar, Hatfield Polytechnic, in 1962 Lanczos
offereda proof of the fact that Tau approximations generatedwitha Legendreperturbationterm
givebetter end pointapproximations than thosegeneratedwitha Chebyshev perturbationterm.
Theproof,based on the approximation of the Green's functionassociatedwiththe differential
operator which implicitely defines the function we wish to approximate, can be found in a paper
the same author read at the Royal Irish Academy Conference on Numerical Analysis in 1972
(Lanczos, 1973).
Similar results were advanced in the last two chapters of Lanczos' Applied Analysis
(Lanczos, 1956), when he deals with quadrature problems and with the Tau method.
In Part I of this paper we use that result to formulate a step by step versionof the Tau method
for the numerical solution of certain types of operator equations. In this version of the method
the error is systematically minimized at the matching point of successive steps.
In the constructionof the approximation we take fulladvantage of the recursivetechniquefor
the generation of the basis Q of canonical polynomials associated with the given operator, as
described by Ortiz (1969, 1974).
The actual computation of successive steps is considerably reduced by the introduction of a
masterelement approximation which is then mapped, withminoradjustments,over the succesive
subintervals in which the approximation is sought.
In the same way as the Tau method facilitates the construction of "nearly best"
approximations of functions, this step by step formulation allows us to construct piecewise
polynomial approximations of a given function (with prescribed degrees of smoothness at the
breaking points) which can be used to start a refining process for finding a best segmented
approximation.
In the final sections of this paper we discuss numerical examples and the estimation of the
step length in termsof the r-terrns. A piecewise quadratic polynomial approximation of exp (-x),
for 0 s x -s 1, constructed with this method over 10 subintervals of equal length, exhibits a
maximum error of 7 . 10-6 over 0 $ X $ 1 and an end point error of 5 . 10-8 at x = 1.
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In Part 2 of this paper we present a continuous formulation of the previous technique, which
leads to the construction of rational Tau approximationsbased againin the recursivelygenerated
basis Q. This technique is then applied to the formulation of a step by step rational Tau method
which, in turn, is used to generate piecewise rational approximations of functions. In a further
paper we willdiscuss the extension of these segmentedtechniques to the treatment of eigenvalue
problems for differentialequations and non-linearproblems (alongthe lines of Chaves and Ortiz,
1969 and Ortiz 1975) and the relation between this technique and the finite element method.
2. POLYNOMIAL TAU APPROXIMATIONS
Let D be a linear differential operator with rational coefficients and J = [a, b] a compact
interval in which the solution of the problem
Dy(x) = !(x) (1)
is sought. The right hand side !(x) of (1) is assumed to be a polynomial or a polynomial
approximation of a given function defined in 1. Supplementary conditions associated with
problem (1) willbe indicatedby II. We assume for simplicitythat II are initialconditions given at
the point x = a, but this is not essential.
In our approach of the Tau method we follow Ortiz (1969) and the reader is referred there for
more details. The standard Tau technique for the numericalapproximationof the solution y(x) of
problem (1) is to replace problem (1) by the perturbed problem
Dy~(x) = Hn(x)+!(x), (2)
where H;(x) is a polynomialof degree n which depends on one or more free parameters Tj, the
number of which can easily be determined from the number of supplementary conditions to be
satisfiedand someintrinsiccharacteristics of the operator D.Wecall8 the set of indicesj. Then
j
_ '" '" tjl iHn(x) - LJ TjLJ Cj x.
j E (1 i=O
(3)
The parameters Tj depend linearly on the supplementary conditions of problem (1). It is
immaterial whether they are initial, boundary or multipoint boundary conditions.
The approximate solution y~(x), which is the exact solution of problem (2), is a polynomial,
the degree m of which depends on the degree n of H; (x) through the height h of the operator D
(see Ortiz, 1969, pp. 381-84). In the same reference it is shown that an operator D of the type
indicated above is uniquely associated with a sequence Q = {Qr(X)}, r E N - S, Card (S) finite,
of canonical polynomials Q,(x) such that
DQ,(x)=x' +R,(x), (4)
where the residual polynomial R,(x) belongs to the subspace IRs =sp {x'}.
'ES
Thus, Q is a basis for the approximate solution y~(x) and, in view of (4), the coefficients of
y~(x) in the basis Q are identical to those of Hn(x)+!(x) (see (3». That solves immediately
problem (2). The basis Q is generated recursively with a technique described in (Ortiz, 1969).
3. SEGMENTED POLYNOMIAL TAU APPROXIMATIONS
Let 1T be a partition of the interval J = [a, b] in k (k ~ 2) subintervals (not necessarilyof equal
length )ji = [ai, b;J, i = 1(1)k, such that
a =al<b1=a2<" <», =b.
We consider the problem of finding an approximate solution of problem (1) by means of
segmented Tau approximations,by that we mean a series of successive Tau approximations,each
one defined over one of the subintervals ji.
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Instead of a single polynomial perturbation term H;(x) we will require now a piecewise
polynomial perturbation term
where,t for each i = 1(1)k, h/n)(x) E ~n and x E ii.
The choiceof H; (x) in the Tau methodis conditioned by the type of approximation required.
If En(x) = y ~(x) - y(x) designates the error function defined by the exact solutions of problems
(1) and (2), it is clear that
i.e. that the error functionis controlled by the perturbation term H; (x) throughthe inverseof D.
The sameholdsfor the components of the vectorHn (x) in the stepby step formulation of the Tau
method we are describing here.t
In this paper we willuse two types of perturbationterms: one minimizing Ilh/n)(x)ll, for x E J,
in the normof C[jd and the other one minimizing the same quantityin L 2[jd, i = 1(1)k. The first
set of perturbationterms is realizedby the Chebyshev polynomials of the firstkinddefined over ii
andthe secondby Legendrepolynomials defined over the samesubintervals (Natanson,1955).
Thus, in general terms a Chebyshev perturbationminimizes the error Dy~(x) in the equation,
whereas a Legendre perturbation,on account of Lanczos' result (Lanczos, 1973), minimizes the
error of the approximate solution at the right end point of each subinterval ii.
We will base the step by step formulation of the Tau method in a succession of Tau
approximations over consecutive subintervals J E J, alternating approximations obtained with
Chebyshev and Legendre perturbations hi")(x) to get, respectively, approximations for x in the
interior of ii and for the right end points x = b; The last type of approximations will be used to
predict initial conditions for ii+l, as described in Algorithm 3.1.
Tau approximations obtained with perturbation terms which are linear combinations of
Chebyshev or Legendre polynomials will be referred to as Chebyshev Tau or Legendre Tau
approximations for x E ii. Supplementary conditions predicted with a Legendre Tau
approximation will be indicated by t. For simplicity we will write t, 0= II.
Algorithm 3.1. (i) Set i = 1; (ii) Construct a Chebyshev Tau approximation for x E ii
satisfying the initial conditions L; (iii) If i = k, Stop; (iv) Construct a Legendre Tau
approximation for x E ii. Compute L,; (v) Set i = i +1, go to (ii).
4. PIECEWISE POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATIONS WITH A HIGHER DEGREE
OF SMOOTHNESS
In the case of the step by step Tau approximations just considered we lose the continuity of
the approximation at the breakingpoints of J. However, that continuity can be rescued if we use
in the i -th step, together with the approximate initial conditions t; the information producedby
step (iv) of Algorithm 3.1. Then, we can solve, again with the Tau method, a boundary value
problem for each subinterval ii. This restores the continuity at the nodes.
Once again the parameters Ti of Hn (x) are defined implicitely by a linear relation which
connects themwiththe boundaryvalues(or multipoint boundaryvaluesif we wishto expressthe
solution in terms of quantities appearing in more than one step).
The following Algorithm describes the construction of such approximation.
Algorithm 4.1. (i) Set i = 1; (ii) Construct a Legendre Tau approximation for x E il.
Compute L+ I; (iii) Constructa Chebyshev Tau approximation, for x E ii, satisfying the boundary
conditions t. and L; (iv) If i = k +1, Stop; (v) Set i = i +1, go to (ii).
Piecewise polynomial Tau approximations of higher degreesof smoothness at the subdivision
points of J can be generated with the requirement that the approximate conditions computed in
step (ii)of Algorithm 4.1 involve firstor higher order derivatives. However,an increased degreeof
smoothness in the approximate solution at the nodes implies a more robust Hn (x) as more free
tWe do not discuss here the case h,'n(i)(x) E g>n«,'
tThere is, however, a difference in that the supplementary conditions of the problem DEn (x) = ifn (x) maynot, ingeneral,
be homogeneous.
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parameters Ti willbe required to cope withthe increased numberof conditionsto be satisfiedby the
Tau approximation at the right end point of the subinterval ii.
5. COMPUTATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
As the sequence Q of canonical polynomials associated with a given operator D of the
characteristics indicated in Section 2 does not depend on the particular initial or boundary
conditions to be satisfied by the solution of problem (1), it is clear that the form of the Tau
approximation
j
y~(x) = L t, L Cr(j)Qr(X)
j E (I r=O
(5)
will be the same for any subinterval ii or even for the complete interval J.
However, the coefficients ci"depend on the local interval in which the approximate solution
is computed and the Tj on the particular initial or boundary conditions associated with such
interval.
Nevertheless, a simpleargument makes it possible to handle only one set of coefficients cr(j)
for any subinterval ii in which an approximate solution of problem (1) be required and indeed
only one Tau polynomial (except for local adjustments) for the construction of all the
approximations on subintervals in the step by step formulation of the Tau method.
Let us call [0, lIE] a compact interval, where E is a variable but fixed quantity. Let Cr(j) be the
coefficients of it (x) for x E [0, 1].It is clear that the coefficients of (5)for any other interval [0,
lIE] are simply c,(j)E'.
We define a master element Tau approximation
j
e(x) = L Tj L c,(j)E'Q,(x),
j E (I r=O
(6)
in the finite interval°S x S 1/E. If we call fLi = mes (j }, we conclude that:
THEOREM 5.1. The step by step Tau approximation of the solution of problem (1) over the
segmented interval
k
J = U ii,
i=l
is defined by the mapping
.o/'={e(x)~ ei(x), i = l(l)k}
o - 1/-E x
Master element approximation
Fig. I. A master element Tau approximation e(x) is successively mapped into the subintervals ii, for
i = l(l)k.
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of the master element approximation e(x) successively into subintervals from the origin
Wi = [0, JLi 1, i = l(l)k.
The parameters T/ of each local element eI (x), x E Wi, are computed in terms of the t;
Thus,wecomputethe elemente(x), withvariable E.and withit the successive approximations
e I (x) on the subintervals 0 s; x s; JLI, each one of the same length as i, but from the origin. The
parametersT/ of eI(X)are adjusted with the helpof the supplementary conditions II. Allother T/,
i = 2(l)k, are fixed with the supplementary conditions t; i =2(1 )k.
It should be noted that for a partition 7T of J in equal subintervals ii of common length JL, all
the pieces of approximation eI (x) , which together make up the segmented Tau approximation
over J, are computed in one and the same interval [0, JL] . Only the supplementary conditions
change for each eI (x) . .
Successive step by step Tau approximations look very much like consecutive "waves" of a
given form. This is so because they are linear transformations of the master element e(x).
In particular, if iin(x) depends on only one r-term, they are simple dilatations of e(x) (see
Fig. 3).When fin dependson more than one T term those "waves" have components which are
weighted differently in successive subintervals (see Fig. 7). Finally, if e(x) E '!PI, the segmented
Tau approximation degenerates in a (not necessarily continuous) polygonal arc.
The construction of the step by step Tau method as a mapping of a master element e(x) is
described by the following Algorithm, whereeCh(x) and eLeg(x) indicate, respectively, an element
constructed with Chebyshev or Legendre coefficients c.". With leO) we indicate the vector
thecomponents of which are e(x) anditsfirst sderivatives at x =O. WeassumethatJ = [0, 1].
o
-3' Ox 10-3
_ _ -5'266 x 10-3
Fig. 2. Errorcurve of a global quadratic Tau approximationof e-' . for 0 $ X $ I, obtained usinga Legendre
perturbation term.
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Fig. 3. Segmented Tau method: absolute errorcurvesfor a piecewise quadratic polynomial approximationof
exp(-x), for x E [0,0.1] U .. . U [0.9, I].(a)(Ch/Ch); (b)(Ch/Leg) and(c)(Leg/Leg).
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Fig. 4. Segmented TauMethod: relative errorcurves for a piecewisequadraticpolynomial approximation of
exp(-x ),forx E [0,0.1] U ... U [0.9,1]. (a)(Ch/Ch);(b)(Ch/Leg)and(c)(Leg/Leg),
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Fig.5. Acomparison between the absolute errorsin the approximationof the function and the derivativeof
Example 2, fordifferent typesofglobaland segmentedTauapproximations.
Algorithm 5.1. (i) Construct e(x) for x E [O,1/E]; (ii) Set in e(x ) c,(j) = Chebyshev
(Legendre) coefficients. (iii) For i = l(l )k; Set: E = I/lLi. e ~h(x ) == eCh(x) : eCh(O) = t. ,
e ~ea(x ) == eLea(X) : eLea(O) = t; LI == e ~.a(lLi ) ; (iv) Stop.
When D is a differential operator, the singular points of which are away from the intervalJ,
there is no practicaladvantage in generating a Chebyshev Tau approximation for the interiorof ji
and a Legendre one to predict the approximate supplementary conditions for the interval ji+l.
LegendreTau approximations can be used for both purposes with the additional advantage that
the piecewise polynomial approximation will then be continuous at the breaking points. There
may also be a slight advantage in the accuracy of the approximation for points x inside ji.
It may be interesting to point out that the element e(x) plays in the step by step Tau method
the same role as a particular integration formula does in the case of discrete variable methods for
the numerical integration of differential equations. There are, however, important differences
between the two: (i) the approximating propertiesof e i (x ) over ji are superiorto those of Taylor
series expansions, particularly in the second half of the subinterval (see Lyusternik and
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Fig. 6. Global Tau Method: approximation of cosx, for x E [0, 1T/4], with a polynomial of degree 4,
(Legendre perturbation term).
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Fig.7. SegmentedTauMethod: piecewisepolynomialapproximationof cos x, for x E [0,1T/8] U [1T /8,1T /4]
ofdegree 4.(Legendre perturbation term).
Yanpol'ski, 1965) which plays a decisive role in the accuracy of the whole chain of
approximations; (ii) e~.ix) minimizes the error in the function at the matching points of
successive steps and (iii) the element Tau approximation e(x) is taylored to the specific operator
D defining the equation the solution of which we are trying to approximate.
6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES OF PIECEWISE POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION
WITH THE TAU METHOD
In the following twoexampleswewilldiscuss the constructionof segmentedapproximations of
the functions e-x , for 0 :5X :5 1, and cos x, for 0:5 X :5 1T/4, as step by step Tau approximantsof
the solution of differential equations defining those functions.
Example I. Let us consider the problem
D y(x ) == y'(x) +y (x ) = 0, x E [0, I], (7)
with the initial condition y(O) = 1, which defines y(x) = e-x•
We shall take a partition 1T of J = [0,1] in 10 equal subintervals of length /.L = 0.1 .
Following Ortiz 1%9, we start computing the generating polynomial
which immediately renders the recursive expression for the canonical polynomials associated
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for all n ~ O.
In particular
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As the sequence of canonical polynomials Q, (x) is defined for all r ~ 0 and there is only one
initial condition to be satisfied, we require only one r-term (i.e. the set 8 consists of only one
element). Then, the element Tau approximation e(x) takes the form
n
e(x) = 1 L c,(nlE'Q,(x),
r=O
for [0, lIE]. In our case E = 10 for all subintervals ji, i = 1(1)10, and yeO) = 1. Therefore,
nL c,(n)lQ'Q,(x)
c'(x) = Yi'--':=-=O-----
L c,<n)10'Q,(0)
r=O
(8)
for i = 1(1)10, where Yi is the initial condition for the interval ji.
If we choose n = 2 and the coefficients of the Chebyshev polynomials of degree 2, defined for
x E [0, 1], as the c,(n), we get
for x E [0,0.1].
If the c,(2) are taken to be the Legendre coefficients, we get similarly
1 1 2 2
eLeg{X) = 1261 (600x -1 60x + 1261),
again for x E [0, O.l].t
The approximations eLeg{x) give estimations of the value of e- x at the points Xi = i/l0, for
i = 1(1)10, with a maximum absolute error below 5.12 x 10-8 • These estimations are used as
approximate initial conditions 1;+1 for the subintervals ji+l, i = 1(1)9.
As successive pieces of the polynomial approximation (8) depend on only one r-term
they only differ in amplitude.
In order to differentiate between Tau approximations over J and segmented Tau
approximations over the chain of ji 's, we will refer to the former as a global Tau approximation.
However, we insist on the fact that, in view of Theorem 5.1, a segmented Tau approximation is in
fact a succession of global Tau approximations defined on the local subintervals ji C 1.
Figure 2 shows the absolute error curve of a global Tau approximation of e-x in the interval
[0,1] obtained using a Legendre perturbation of degree 2. Its form is typical of the "error waves"
displayed by the segmented Tau method approximation of e-x (see Fig. 3c).
We say that a segmented Tau approximation is of type (If'/l!J) if function values inside each j;
tIt is of interest to compare the accuracy of eL,.(x) at the right endpoint x = 0.1 of the first subinterval i, with thatof a
truncated Taylor expansion of thesame degree. ErrorinTaylor: 1.85 x IO,-l; ErrorineLea(x): 1.26 x 10-8 •
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and approximate supplementary conditions t.; are respectively computed with Tau
approxirnants defined by cp (x) and t/J(x) pertubation terms.
Figures 3 and 4 respectively, showthe absolute and relative error curves for n = 2 and the
cases where
(a) cp, t/J are both Chebyshev polynomials: (Ch/Ch);
(b) cp is a Chebyshev and t/J is a Legendre polynomial: (Ch/Leg);
(c) cp, t/J are both Legendre polynomials: (Leg/Leg).
There is a marked difference between the error curves of (a)and thoseof (b)-(c). That is due to
the remarkable accuracy of Legendre approximations (see the point corresponding to x = 1 in
Fig. 2) at the end points of the ranges ji.
The (Leg/Leg) approximation produces an error curve which has a slightly smaller amplitude
than that of the (Ch/Leg). Besides, the former approximation is continuous at the nodes of
subdivision and requires less computational effort to be constructed. Being continuous, easily
constructed andalmost equioscillant, the (Leg/Leg) Tauapproximation is a suitable starting point
for a refinement process leading to a best uniform segmented polynomial approximation of y(x)
in J (see Rice, 1969).
For the case of quadratic approximations, Table 1 displays (rounded to 2D) the maximum
absolute error in [0, 1] and the error at the end point x = 1 of global Tau approximations
(Chebyshev and Legendre) of e-r-x for O:s; x :s; 1, and of segmented Tau approximations over
[0,0.1] U ... U [0.9,1] in the cases (a), (b) and (c)above. We see that the segmentation of [0, 1]
in ten subintervals of equal length reduces the right end point error of a global Chebyshev
approximation by a factor of 6.48 x 10-6 •
Example 2. Let us consider the problem
Dy(x)==y"(x)+y(x)=O, x E [0,7T/4] (9)
with the initial conditions II == {y(0)= I, y '(0) = O}, which defines the function cos x.
In this case we use a partition of the interval J = [0,7T/4] in two subintervals of equal length:
[0, 7T /8] and [7T /8, 7T /4], i.e, p- = 7T /8.
The generating polynomial associated with D is now
P.(x) == Dx" == n(n -1)x·-2 +x".
Therefore, the canonical polynomials associated withD are connected by therecursive relation
for all n ::: O.
In this case the element approximation e(x) depends on two r-terms
n j
e(x) = ~ 'Tj 2: c,<ilE'Q,(x).
1=n-1 r=O
We nowfix E = 8/7T = l/p- and set the C,<il equal to the Chebyshev or Legendre coefficients for
TableI.
Type of Tau Type of Max. Absolute End Point
Approximation Perturbation Error in ] Error(x = I}
Global Chebyshev
1.25 x 10-2 7.88 x 10-'
Legendre 5.26xW' 5.41 x 10--
(Ch/Ch) 7.89 x 10-' 7.67 x 10-'
Segmented (Ch/Leg) 2.29 x 10-' 7.62 x 10-·
(Leg/Leg) 7.70 x 10-· 5.11 X 10-8
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x E [0, 1], to get, respectively, eCh{x) and eLeg(x). With the construction of these elements the
main bulk of the computation is finished. We are now in a position to adjust the elements to the
particular conditions of j I and j2 to get the segmented representation of cos x.
This flexibility allows us to play with the different possible conditions we may use in the
evaluation of the ei, s.
Beforegoinginto this aspect of the problem, we mustelaboratea bit moreon the definition of
the type of a Tau segmented approximation. Wewill say that a segmented Tau approximation isof
type (Ip 10/) if the Ip-Tauapproximation iscomputedas a boundaryvalueproblem withitsboundary
conditions predicted (except for those at x = a) with a o/-Tau approximation.
Wenote that whereas(cp 10/) approximations are not necessarily continuous at the nodes,(cp 10/)
approximations always are.
In Table2 wehaverecorded(rounded to 3D)thenodalandmaximum absoluteerror of different
combinations of quadratic segmented Chebyshev and Legendre Tau approximations over [0,
7T18] U [7T/8, 7T/4]and of global Tau approximations over [0, 7T/4]computed eitheras initial or as
boundaryvalueproblems. In the lastcase theprediction of thevalueof thefunction at theendpoint
x = 7T/4 is made with a Legendre Tau approximation over [0, 7T/4].
Freilichand Ortiz (1975) discussed the problem of simultaneous approximation of a function
and its derivative with Chebyshev Tau approximations and showed that the best choice of a
linearcombination of Chebyshev polynomials as a perturbationfor problem(9) is of the form
r«T; (X) + 'Tn-l T~(x), x E [0, 7T14].
We have included that type of perturbation term-Deh-in Table 2.
Table 2.
Max. Abs. Error in 0,,;x s 7T/4 Nodal Error End Point Error (x = 7T/4)
Type of Approximation for y(x) for y'(x) for y(x) for y'(x) for y(x) for y'(x)
Global Chebyshev (IVP) 5.641 x 10-' 1.814 x 10-- 5.182 x 10-' 2.696 x 10-'
Global DChebyshev (IVP) 3.697 x 10-' 9.890 x 10-' 1.776 x 10-' 1.870 X 10-6
Global Chebyshev (BVP) 1.416 x 10-' 1.150 X 10-- 6.328 X 10-7 7.816x10-'
Global Legendre (IVP) 9.190 x 10-6 7.705 x 10-' 6.327 X 10-7 2.577 X 10-7 6.327 X 10-7 2.557 X 10-7
Segmented (Ch/Ch) 3.439 x 10-6 1.645 x 10-' 8.881 X 10-7 3.714 X 10-7 3.282 X 10-6 1.366 X 10-6
Segmented (Ch/l.eg) 2.722 x 10-6 1.698 x 10-' 2.719 x 10-> 5.321 X 10-10 3.282 X 10-6 1.366 x 10 6
Segmented (DCh/Leg) 1.776 x 10-6 8.694 x to'6 6.506 x 10-7 3.200 x 10-· 1.777 x 10-6 1.870 X 10-7
Segmented (Ch/Leg) 6.357 x 10-7 1.033 x 10-' 2.719 X 10'- 2.510 X 10'6 9.813 x 10'> 6.951 X 10-6
Segmented (Leg/Leg) 3.%5 x 10-7 6.898 X 10-6 2.719x 10'- 5.321 x 10'10 9.7%X 10-- 3.071 x 10->
Figure5 displays comparatively the numerical results listed in Table2. In the case of a global
approximation the DCh Tau approximation effectively improves the estimation of the derivative
if comparedwith that of a Chebyshev Tau approximation. However,it does so at the expense of
accuracy in the estimation of the function. The Legendre Tau approximation improves the
accuracy of both, function and derivative.
The situationis very muchthe samein the segmented case. The most accurate representation
is provided by the (Leg/Leg) Tau approximation, closely followed by the (Ch/Leg) one.
Figures6and7displayerror curvesfor the approximation of the functionand the derivative of
the solution of problem(9), respectively in the cases of a global Tau approximation for x E [0,
7T/4] and a segmented Tau approximation for x E [0,17" /8] U [17" /8, 17" /4]. In both cases the
perturbation is of Legendre type.
7. ESTIMATION OF THE LOCAL r-PARAMETERS AND STEP SIZE
IN TERMS OF THE GLOBAL r·PARAMETERS
As we have already pointed out, for an approximation in a given interval J the error e(x)
satisfies the equation €(x) = D-1Hn(x). Therefore, if Hn(x) is-as in our case-a linear
combination of Chebyshev or Legendrepolynomials, the r-term controlsthe amplitude of H; (x).
The sameis obviously true for a perturbationdefined in a subinterval ji C 1. For a discussion on
the relationbetweenthe r-terms and the error in the solution, see Lanczos(1956, pp. 493-500).
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We shall consider now the problemof estimating the local r-parameters of a segmented Tau
approximation in terms of the magnitude of the r-parameters corresponding to a global Tau
approximation over the entire interval J.
Our discussion will be first modelled in the simple case of Example 1. For a global
approximation over J = [0, 1] we have
In the interval [0,1/E]
Then
(10)
E
'T
'Tj
n2: c.<"JQ,(O)
r=O
n2: c,(n)E'Q,(O)
r=O
(11)
The interest of relating 'TJ and 'TE is twofold.On the one hand it allows us to estimatethe error
in the equation for the case of the element approximation e(x). Then, by Theorem 5.1, we can
also estimatewith (11)the error in any subinterval jl C J.On the other hand (10)and (11)giveus
the possibility of estimating the step size required to reduce the amplitude of the error in the
equation below any prescribed bound.
In the case of Example 1, the predominance of the leading terms in the sums of (10)and (11)
allows us to write approximatively
(12)
or
(13)
Let us take a valueof n as lowas n = 2, i.e.piecewise quadraticpolynomial approximation. If
we wishto reduce 'T, whichfor x E [0, 1] is equal to 1/19, to a quantitybelow5 x Uj-4, we can use
(13) to estimate the step length that will be required in a segmented approximation:
or
E "" 10.
That is to say, 10 steps of equal length IL = 0.1.
The bound is fairly precise: to E = 10 in our computation corresponds a maximum r-term
equal to 1/1681 = 5.95 x 10-4 in the subintervals jl of equal length 0.1.
If there is more than one r-terrn in the perturbation term, as in the case of Example 2, this
analysis can be carried out alongthe samelines. Wecan either solvea systemof equationswhich
now replace our previous estimate of the r-terms or, more realistically, define
TJ = max {1'Ti I}J
I ~ 1(I)k
and
and proceed as before.
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In the case of Example 2, we considered an approximation of degree 4 and there were two
r-terrns associated with the Tau approximation. For the entire interval J = [0, 1) they were
'1'1 =2.070 X 10-4 and '1'2 = -1.521 X 10-3 •
Thus,wetake f J = 1.521 X 10-3• If wewishto reduce the magnitude of the maximum r-term inthe
segmented approximations below, say fE "'" 10-4, we should require that
E4
1.521 X 10-3
"'" 10 4 15 ,
as here again the leading term of the sums in (10) is predominant. Thus
In Example 2 we took E =8/7T =2.546 and the r-terms corresponding to the two pieces of the
segmented approximation were, respectively,
'I' ll = 1.385 x 10-5 , '1'12 = - 9.807 x 10-5 ,
and
This gives fE = 2.793 x 10-\ in good agreement with our estimates.
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